UNLEASHING THE
POWER OF PHILANTHROPY

YOUR PARTNER
IN GIVING
Welcome to the Orange
County Community
Foundation! Since 1989,
OCCF has supported the
philanthropic goals of
individuals, families, private
foundations and professional
advisors. Whether you seek
to maximize current giving,
develop a tradition of family
philanthropy or ensure a
lasting charitable legacy, we
are your partner in strategic
and sustainable giving.
This guide provides an
overview of how OCCF
can help you impact the
causes closest to your
heart. We offer an array of
full-service funds, strategies
and tools to realize your
philanthropic goals – today
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and for generations to come.
With deep insight into the
needs across our community
and knowledge of local
nonprofits, we make giving
easy, effective and enduring.
We look forward to working
with you to make your
philanthropic dreams
come true.

Shelley M. Hoss
President
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GIVE WITH IMPACT
Giving through an
OCCF fund brings a
wide range of benefits,
flexibility, efficiency and
accountability. There is no
cost to establish a fund
and with our thoughtful
planning and diligent
stewardship, you can
maximize the impact of your
charitable investments.
Tax Advantages. You
receive an immediate tax
deduction upon opening and
contributing to your OCCF
fund. We accept a wide
range of assets to help you
maximize the tax benefits of
your charitable contribution.

Flexibility. We accept
marketable securities, closelyheld stock, retirement funds,
limited liability partnerships
and LLC interests, private
equity and commercial and
residential real estate, among
other assets.
Local Insight. We
understand the needs and
issues facing our community,
know area nonprofits and
convene local leaders on
issues that affect our county.
Accountability. Stay up to
date on your fund balance
and activity through our
24/7 online donor portal.

Simplicity & Ease. We offer
the benefits of a private
foundation without the
legal complexities and
administrative burdens.
Savvy Investing. Diligent
oversight from OCCF’s
Investment Committee and
our independent investment
consultant allows your fund
to grow over time.
Lasting Legacy. Funded
through a bequest, legacy
funds can support your
philanthropic priorities
forever. We steward your
charitable vision during your
lifetime and beyond.

MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
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WE HELP YOU...

ACQUIRE INSIGHT
• Explore charitable interests
• Tour local nonprofits
• Gain deep understanding of local needs
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BUILD KNOWLEDGE

REFINE VISION

• Attend exclusive educational events
• Tap into our extensive data on hundreds of
local nonprofits
• Connect with donors who share your interests

• D
 evelop a strategic giving plan
• Engage your children or grandchildren in
your charitable giving

O C - C F. O R G
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HOW IT WORKS
GIVE. GROW. GRANT.
GIVE

GROW

GRANT

ASSETS TO OCCF
RECEIVE TAX
BENEFITS

YOUR CHARITABLE
ASSETS

FROM YOUR FUND TO
ELIGIBLE NONPROFITS

Contribution
Charitable Grants
Deduction
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GIVING TO YOUR FUND

Choose from a wide range of charitable
fund options and tailor them to fit your
philanthropic goals.

OCCF has the flexibility and expertise
to accept a wide range of assets so that
even the most complex ones can fuel your
philanthropy. We can help you consider
the impact on your finances and assess the
potential benefits for your estate in years to
come.

*See your financial advisor for your specific tax

Closely-Held Business Interests. Gifts of
LLC, LLP, S corporations or family limited
partnership interests give you a tax deduction
for the appraised fair market value, offsetting
up to 30 percent of your AGI.
Legacy and Estate Gifts. Including OCCF in
your estate plan with a properly structured gift
can help mitigate estate tax liability, preserve
your charitable intent and provide legacy
support for your favorite causes.

SETTING UP YOUR FUND

At OCCF, you can create and name a
fund, serve as an advisor and recommend
charitable grants. Each contribution made to
your fund is tax deductible.* OCCF handles
the legal, financial and administrative duties,
so you can focus on what matters most —
making an impact in your community.

Appreciated Assets. Long-term appreciated
assets, such as publicly traded securities and
mutual fund shares, provide an immediate
tax deduction at full market value (without
triggering capital gains taxes on the
appreciation), offsetting income taxes of up
to 30 percent of your AGI. Unused deductions
can be carried forward up to an additional five
years.

Cash. Fully deductible, gifts of cash can
offset up to 60 percent of your adjusted
gross income (AGI). Unused deductions can
be carried forward up to an additional five
years.

Retirement Plan Assets. Contributing various
forms of retirement plan assets can help
reduce or eliminate income and estate taxes.

GRANTING FROM YOUR FUND
Once you’ve contributed to your fund, you’re
ready to begin recommending grants to local,
national or international organizations or efforts.
OCCF staff will conduct due diligence and
contact you with any questions. A grant check
will then be issued from your fund, along with
a letter detailing the gift and any reporting or
acknowledgment requirements.

planning needs.
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EASTER SEALS SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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GIVING TOGETHER
SCOTT AND
KAREN GREEN
Giving back had always been
a part of Scott and Karen
Green’s lives, and after Scott
sold his company in 2009,
philanthropy could take
center stage in their plans
for the future. Establishing
a fund at OCCF was the
perfect option for their tax
planning and philanthropic
needs. OCCF worked closely
with Scott and Karen to
understand their goals and
create a robust 10-year
strategic giving plan – the
centerpiece of which was
engaging their three young
children in philanthropy. After
more than 10 years of giving
together, the Green family is
transforming their heart for
those in need – especially
those experiencing
homelessness, mental health
issues or domestic violence
– into lasting impact not only
in Orange County, but around
the world.

THE SUN FAMILY
In partnership with their
company Kingston
Technology, David and
Diana Sun are unleashing
the potential of deserving
students through the
gift of higher education.
Their scholarship program
supports students who
have excelled in the
AVID (Advancement via
Individual Determination)
program, which fuels
academic achievement for
thousands of diverse and
underrepresented students
through an innovative,
inquiry-based approach.

DAVID AND DIANE
STEFFY
“When it came time to move
from passion to action in
finding a cure for a rare fatal
lung disorder that had affected
our family, we chose OCCF
as our philanthropic partner.
OCCF frees us up to focus
on the impact we can make
through our philanthropy
and gives us the guidance to
make sure our objectives are
achieved.” —David Steffy
O C - C F. O R G
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WAYS TO ENGAGE
We are always looking for great partners — which is why we offer numerous opportunities for
you to join us and other charitably-minded individuals in lending your ideas, experience and
engagement to make a lasting impact in our community.
• T
 he Family Foundation Alliance is a group of local family foundations committed to learning
and sharing together to maximize their impact.
• T
 he Impact Philanthropy group allows individuals to participate in a collaborative grantmaking
program with a focus determined by the group each year.
• W
 ith our strategic community leadership initiatives, including Accelerate Change Together
(ACT) Anaheim, the OC Veteran’s Initiative and the OC Opportunity Initiative, you can
collaborate with other philanthropists to make sustainable local change.

THE MURPHEY FAMILY

THE DRAPER FAMILY

YOUR DREAMS
BROUGHT TO LIFE
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The Center for Engaged Philanthropy
provides personalized philanthropic services
to support Signature Fund donors and private
foundations. You will have direct access to
our expert knowledge and understanding
of the nonprofit sector in Orange County
and beyond. We are here to bring your
philanthropic dreams to life!

Signature Funds
Our Signature Fund combines the best
features of a private foundation, including the
utmost privacy, flexibility, family involvement
and expertise, with all the benefits of an OCCF
fund. Fund with assets of $1 million of more
qualify as Signature Funds.

IMPACT PHILANTHROPY GROUP

SWAYNE FAMILY FOUNDATION

Private Foundation Services
For individuals and families who already use
a private foundation, the Center for Engaged
Philanthropy can serve as a valuable
partner in supporting and facilitating your
family traditions of giving. We are uniquely
equipped to reduce your administrative
burden while helping you achieve maximum
impact with your charitable dollars. And if
you decide to wind down your foundation
at some point, we are here to help with the
process and ensure that your philanthropic
impact doesn’t miss a beat.
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In 2018, Keith Swayne transitioned his family’s private foundation
into a fund at OCCF to ease administrative burden and support
the eventual succession of his philanthropic work to his daughter.
What began as an administrative decision has since paid even
greater dividends in their family’s approach to giving. Today, Keith
and his daughter are actively expanding and accelerating their
philanthropy. They’re working with OCCF to find and evaluate
new, mission-aligned nonprofit organizations and collaborating
with other donors to leverage their funds for greater good.
“A strong community foundation is not only a vehicle to
execute the philanthropic interests of individuals in an effective
and impactful manner, it’s an invaluable tool for educating
donors on the needs of the community and the organizations
working to address them.” —Keith Swayne
O C - C F. O R G
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THE LEGACY
OF A LIFETIME
Established through an estate gift or bequest, a legacy
fund ensures that your philanthropic vision lives on. With
careful planning, you can structure your gifts to accomplish
philanthropic, family and financial goals in the present and
build a legacy that will grow for generations to come. It’s a
lasting way to give, share and grow.

Malli and Rani Varanasi
Malli and Rani Varanasi are letting their dreams shape the
future of their giving, counting on OCCF to steward their
vision during their lifetimes and beyond. From reducing
homelessness, to helping elders experiencing hunger and
women struggling with poverty and abuse, their OCCF legacy
fund allows the Varanasis to support what matters most to
them, forever.

BLIND CHILDREN’S LEARNING CENTER
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KEEPING THE MUSIC ALIVE

Jane Deming
Fund
In 1995, the estate of Jane
Deming established an
endowed fund at OCCF
with $779,625. The fund
was designed to continue
Jane’s lifelong support
of music, education and
therapeutic services
for troubled families
and youth. Since then,
the Jane Deming Fund
has granted more than
$1,040,000 to programs
including KidWorks, the
Philharmonic Society of
Orange County and the
Pacific Symphony’s Class
Act music education
program, which puts
professional musicians in
classrooms throughout
Orange County. Today, the
fund’s balance exceeds
$880,000, reflecting
net-growth of nearly 10
percent, even after more
than $1 million in grant
distributions. We know
this would be music to
Jane Deming’s ears.
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GROWING THE GOOD
OCCF strategically manages
investments to maximize
returns and minimize risk.
A diversified portfolio of
stocks, bonds, mutual funds
and alternative investments,
managed with expertise
and vigilance, protects your
philanthropic investments
through the ups and downs
of market cycles.
With responsibility for
prudent management of
investments, OCCF’s Board
of Governors establishes

guidelines, approves asset
allocation and reviews
performance on a quarterly
basis. The OCCF Investment
Committee implements the
board’s strategy with the
support of our independent
investment advisor,
Cambridge Associates,
meeting quarterly to ensure
proper alignment with our
investment strategy and
goals.

ASSET ALLOCATION

CAMBRIDGE
ASSOCIATES

Cash and Equivalents 3%

Cambridge Associates was
founded in 1973 to provide
independent investment
advice to nonprofit
institutions. Today, with
more than $8 billion in total
assets under management,
they are among the most
highly-regarded advisors
to foundations, educational
institutions and charitable
entities in the United
States.

Global Equity 9%

Fixed Income 17%
U.S. Equity 20%

Real Assets 10%

International Equity 13%

Diversifiers 15%

Private Equity/ Venture Capital 5%

Emerging Markets Equity 8%

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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Can I grant outside of Orange County?
Outside of the United States?
Yes. While we have deep knowledge
of local needs and nonprofits, OCCF
helps donors support causes not
only in Orange County, but across
the country and around the world.
How much does it cost to open a
fund? How do you assess fees?
There is no cost to open a fund
with OCCF. Administrative fees
are assessed quarterly and cover
general operating costs associated

with management and granting
activities of the fund. Investment
management and consulting
fees related to the foundation’s
investment pools are charged
separately.
What’s the difference between an
OCCF fund and a private family
foundation?
An OCCF fund offers the benefits
of a private foundation without the
legal complexities, administrative
burdens and compliance

requirements. An OCCF fund allows
you to create and name your fund,
serve as it advisor and recommend
charitable distributions. But unlike a
private foundation, there is no cost
to establish a fund and no required
minimum payout.
What happens to my fund when I
pass away or am no longer able to
make decisions?
At OCCF, we work with you to plan
and structure your gifts to grow for
generations to come and ensure
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that your philanthropic vision lives
on under the careful stewardship
of OCCF’s philanthropic advisors
and Board. You create philanthropic
legacy guidelines with our help,
including assigning advisory rights
to other family members or friends,
designating specific organizations to
receive annual support or identifying
needs in the community you would
like your fund to support.
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ILLUMINATION FOUNDATION
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4041 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 510
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949.553.4202
oc‑cf.org

ocnonprofitcentral.org
@OCCommunityFdn
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